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ABSTRACT
Biometric identification process is used for recogniting and identifying a person for various applications. The process can
be done by using single Biometric feature or a combination of Biometric features. If the identification is done by using a single
Biometric feature (face iris finger , palm etc ) then the system is called as Unimodal and if a combnation of Biometric is used then
it is called as Multimodal. In multimodal system various drawbacks of Unimodal system (Noisy Data , Multiple vectors etc) are
removed. The main goal of the proposed work is to design a framework that will provide authentication based upon three level
authentication for a person. Earlier works in this field are explained in different statistical models based on different
authentication schemes. They tried to estimate the predictable output values with known historic data. In those procedures, they
tried to authenticate with the help of transformations and analysis.In the proposed method a mechanism is developed in which if
one biometric trait gets failed then the other biometic traits can be used for authentication.
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A biometric system refers to a pattern
recognition system that have ability to acquires biometric
data from an individual [Aizi et.al., 2015]. The
requirements of enhanced security in biometric based
upon the authentication of a person has led us to an
interesting area. Those biometrics systems that are based
on single information source are called “Uni-modal
Systems” [Lee and Bong, 2016]. Unimodal biometrics
have many implicit problems in their applications. The
major difficulty with uni-modal biometric technology is
that it is not perfect suited for all applications [Telgad
et.al., 2014]. Limitations of uni-modal biometric systems
even though these systems offers a reliable solution for
secured verification and it is commonly used in numerous
commercial systems in practice; it suffers from following
limitations: Sensed data noise, intra-class variation, intraclass similarities, spoof attacks and non-universality
[Yong et.al., 2015]. Hence, it is not possible to achieve
desired performance by single biometric system. One of
the methods to solve these problems which are
encountered in single biometric system is to make use of
multi-modal authentication biometric systems. This model
combines information from multiple modalities to dictate
a decision.
This paper presents the review of multimodal
biometrics. This includes a brief introduction about
multimodal biometrics. In this paper, various fusion
techniques of multi-modal biometrics have been
discussed. In this paper a fusion technique is proposed
based on face,fingerprint and palmprint biometric traits.
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After capturing features preprocessing is done and
features are extracted for feature level fusion. Biometric
Fusion is classified into 5 categories:
(a) Sensor Level Fusion: This is also referred to as image
level or pixel level fusion. This is possible only if
multiple samples are fused that are taken using the same
sensor. If multiple sensors are used then the data from
different sources must be compatible. The raw data
contains a lot of information but at the same time it is
corrupted by noise.

Figure 1: Sensor Level Fusion
(b) Feature Level Fusion: In this fusion the data from
different sources are separately processed, features are
extracted and a joint feature vector is computed for
matching against the stored template. The fusion can be
easily accomplished if the features are extracted using
same algorithm otherwise it becomes tedious .
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Figure 4: Decision Level Fusion
Figure 2: Feature Level Fusion
(c) Score level fusion: Score level fusion is the
combination of scores matched from th output of the
individual matcher. These matching scores indicate the
approximation of of identification of sample image form
the database. The matching score is rich in information
next to the feature vector and also it is easy to access
these values and combine them.

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) has been are
having a great usage in authentication systems and also
provides automation to the system.. The advantages of
these models of the neural network are to be seen in
increase in approximation and cost reduction. Artificial
Neural Networks takes part as an important task in
support of the analysis of the big data sets in various
forms of authentication.

SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 3: Score Level Fusion
(d) Rank Level Fusion: Rank level fusion is based on
ranking of the output of the enrolled identities. The
matched identities are sorted in descending order of
matching statistics. Ranks gives a clear information
regarding the decision-making process compared to just
identify the best match, but they reveal less information as
compared to score level. Just like score match the ranking
outputs are comparable so, the normalization process is
not required.
(e) Decision level fusion: The decision level or abstract
level fusion is possible only when the output from
individual biometric matchers is available. The output
from the different matchers are fused using the “AND”
and “OR “rules. The output of the “AND” rule is a
“match” only when the input test sample is matched with
the stored templates at the output of each matcher.
Whereas, the “OR” rule outputs a “match” decision even
if one of the matcher+ decides that the input test sample
matches with the stored templates.
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PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
Fingerprint Identification
The fingerprint identification is made of three
main steps, namely the preprocessing, the feature
extraction and the comparison step.
The preprocessing is divided into two main steps
which are the normalization of the fingerprint image, and
the location and the framing of the central point of the
fingerprint image. The normalization is used to eliminate
the effects of noise and distortion when capturing the
image from the fingerprint sensor. The original image is
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normalized by its mean M and its variance VAR, the
matrix G (I) given by equation indicates the normalized
grayscale image and G (i, j) is its value at pixel (i, j).
Where M0 and VAR0 are the desired mean and variance
values, respectively.

matching of two images can be enhanced for performance
by the combination of score decisions based on different
fingerprint features. [Zhujie, 1994]
C. Feature Extraction from Face Image using Local
Binary
Patterns (LBP)
For extracting face features Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) histogram approach is used . It captures local face
features. As shown in Fig. 6 LBP is centered at every
pixel in the image. It acts as a threshold value for all the
surrounding binarized pixels.By using clockwise direction
8 bit number is generated and placed at centre pixel
location . In this way a new image called LBP image is
obtained . The LBP image is then divided into blocks and
histograms of these blocks are calculated. These
histograms are concatenated to form a single feature
vector. If the binary number has maximum of 2

Figure 5: A Fingerprint Image
The following step is used to locate and frame
the central point of the fingerprint. The central point
detection algorithm is summarized as follows:
•

Estimate the orientation field

•

Calculate the field strength of the loop at each point
in the orientation field, using the expanded field of
the hidden orientation.

•

Normalize the resistance loop field row in a range
from 0 to 1.

Figure 6: Face Print Identification using LBP
Approach

Perform a thresholding on the field loop to locate
both the kernel and the center of the region.

Transition from 0 to 1 or 1 to 0, then it is called
uniform LBP. For face recognition, LBP histogram
features of two images are compared using the Chi square
distance metric shown in Equation .

In order to extract the relevant features of the
fingerprint, the Gabor filter was applied on the framed
part of the fingerprint following 8 different directions θ
that is (0°, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5°, 90°, 112.5°,135°, 157.5°).
The results are complex values which were encoded in
order to obtain a binary vector of size 1024, representing
the main features of the fingerprint image.

Here X and Y are the feature vectors and N is
their dimension. Nearest neighbour classifier can be used
to take the accept/reject decision.

•

B. Fingerprint Verification (Gabor Filter approach):

D. Palmprint
Palmprint):

For identifying details in a fingerprint image
Gabor filters are to be used..Matching of two fingerprint
images is done on the basis of Euclidean Distance.The

For Palmprint identification a combination of left
palmprint and right palmprint image has been used. For
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the proposed methodology a framework for fusing left
palmprint and right palmprint image is developed. For
this framework to successfully identify palmprint image a
fusion of three kinds of score is required.Two scores can
be generated by using left and righr palmprint image
whereas for third score a specific algorithm is proposed.

Figure 8: Principal lines images.
Figure 7: Procedure for Palmprint fusion
Corelation Between the Left and Right Palmprints
Left palmprint and Right palmprint images are
similar to each other .In Fig. 8 left palmprint images of
four different subjects is taken. Again the right palmprint
image and reverse palmprint image is also taken in the
figure [Fig 7] As depicted from the figure it is inferred
that left palmprint and the reverse right palmprint image
of the same subject are similar in nature.

According to the fiure [Fig. 9 (i)-(l)] we can see
that principal lines of palmprint image for a same subject
palmprint images of left and reverse right are almost
similar in shape and position but for different persons is is
different [Fig. 9 (m)-(p)]. So accoding to this result it can
be concluded that the this feature of palprint images can
be deployed for palmprint verification.
In the proposed framework firstly left palmprint
images and then right palmprint images are used for score
calculation for each sample class After the matching score
generation for each class is generated final fusion is
performed for to obtain the identification result.

Figure 9: Fusion at the matching score level

Figure 8: Palmprint images of four subjects.
Fig. 9 shows the principal lines images of the left
palmprint, reverse right palmprint shown in Fig. 8.
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After obtaining all three scores final matching
score is generated. Depending on the all the three
matching scores ,final matching score is generated. After
obtaining first and second score the third kind of score is
calculated by performing crossing matching between the
left and right palmprint. For an ith matcher wi (i = 1, 2,
3), which denotes the weight assigned to the ith matcher,
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score can be adjusted and viewed as the importance of the
corresponding matchers.
In the proposed method a strategy is introduced
in which crossing matching score is given to the fusion
methodology. When w3 = 0, the proposed method is
equivalent to the conventional score level fusion. Thus a
performance enhancement is there for the proposed
method compared to conventional methods by tuning the
weight coefficients.

recognition and Neural Network approach. Also the
system can be developed using five level biometric traits
in future.
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